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Title

Demonstrate knowledge ofDescribe professional supervision for
youth workers in the youth development sector

Level

4

Purpose

Credits

3

A personThis unit standard is for experienced people working
with young people in the youth development sector.
People credited with this unit standard can:
• are able to describe: the function, purpose, and forms of
professional supervision for youth workers;
• develop, apply, and evaluate a professional supervision
contract for youth workdemonstrate knowledge of
considerations for; and factors to be considered when
negotiating a contract for professional supervision contract,
for youth workworkers in the youth development sector.

Classification

Social Services > Youth Development

Available grade

Achieved

Guidance Information
1

Assessment conditions
Evidence1
Definitions
There is no single definition of professional supervision that is in use across the
youth development sector, so the definition used for the practical
componentspurposes of this unit standard must be generated in a youth
development setting.

2

Assessment notes
Evidence generatedshould be appropriate to the context for assessment against.
Supervision as defined by this unit standard must reflect workplace requirements
specified in:should be distinguished from supervision which is solely managerial in
focus.
• documented workplace procedures, policies, and methodologies;
• any applicable statutes, regulations, and Codes of Practice.
Evidence generated for assessment against this standard must reflect the best
practice guidelines and principles of youth development specified in:
Youth Development Strategy Aotearoa: Action for Child and Youth Development;
• the principles of Mana Taiohi;
• the Code of Ethics for Youth Work in Aotearoa New Zealand.
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Professional supervision means to mentor and provide confidential advice to a youth
worker. It provides the youth worker with the opportunity to review work with an
independent professional and receive objective guidance and feedback.
Professional supervision does not include personal counselling. Where counselling
needs are identified, these should be addressed outside the supervision relationship.
Youth or
Relevant factors – may include but are not limited to: expectations;
form(s) of supervision; function(s) of supervision; purpose(s) of supervision; timing
and frequency; confidentiality; staff appraisal issues; recording and reporting
requirements; preparation requirements for supervision sessions; evaluation of the
supervision contract; funding for supervision; conflict resolution.
Relevant personal, cultural, and professional issues – may include but are not limited
to: objectives of supervision; accountability; form(s) of supervision; the function(s) of
supervision to be addressed; dates and timing of sessions; availability; confidentiality;
kawa or protocols; assessment and/or staff appraisal criteria; recording; preparation
for supervision; methods of evaluation of the supervision contract; funding for
supervision; methods for resolving conflict or disagreements; reviewing the
supervisee's work with youth; ethical issues; reviewing written work; critical reflection;
development of practice theory, methods, and models of practice; skills development;
cultural practice; career and professional development; professional identity;
accountabilities; personal awareness; empowerment; personal issues; conflict
resolution; coping mechanisms; monitoring workload; morale; working relationships;
resources. Note: Personal counselling is not appropriate in supervision. Where
personal counselling needs are identified, these should be attended to outside of the
supervision relationship.
Youth/young person meanspeople – people between the ages of 12 and 24 years
old.
Youth development refers to growing and developing the skills and connections
young people need to take part in society and reach their potential.
Youth development means growing and developing the skills and connections young
people need to take part in society and reach their potential.
Youth development sector is– a situation where youth development practice is being
used intentionally to promote positive development of young people, such as in.
Examples include education, sport, community development, religious groups,
cultural groups, and interest groups.
Youth or young person refers to people between 12 and 24 years old.
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Outcomes and performance criteria
Outcome 1
Describe the function, purpose, and forms of professional supervision for youth workers in
the youth development sector.
Performance criteria
1.1

The reasons forkey functions of professional supervision in youth work are
described in terms of relevance and responsibilities.

1.2

The benefits of professional supervision to youth workers are identified and
described.
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includes but is not limited to benefits to – administration–
administrative and management; educationmanagerial;
educational and mentoring; and enabling and supportsupportive.

Range

1.2

The key purposes of professional supervision are described in terms of benefits
to the youth worker.
Range

1.3
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evidence is required of three key purposes and one benefit for
each purpose.

The typesmain forms of professional supervision in youth work are described.
The description includes their relevance to different youth work in terms of
relevant situations in the youth development sector.
Range

three types;
typesmain forms may include but are not limited to – cultural,
external supervision, group, individual, internal supervisiongroup,
peer, tag team., tag, peer, cultural, internal supervision, external
supervision.;
evidence is required of three main forms and one relevant
situation for each form.

Outcome 2
Demonstrate knowledge of considerations forDevelop, apply, and evaluate Describe
factors to be considered when negotiating a contract for professional supervision contract
for youth workworkers in the youth development sector.
Performance criteria
2.1

Development requirements for a professional supervision contractRelevant
factors to be considered are identifiedidentified.described in terms of own selfRange

2.2

development requirements.

Range

may include but are not limited to – career and professional
requirements, cultural needs and requirements, funding, timing
and frequencytheory, methods, or models of practice.;
careerevidence is required of four relevant factors.

2.2

Relevant personal, cultural, and professional requirements.

Practical considerations for Aa professional supervision contract are identifiedis
appliedissues to be considered are .
Range

may include but is not limited to – assessment and appraisal
criteria, availability; funding, monitoring workload, timing and
frequency,; assessment and appraisal criteria; required
preparation,; funding; monitoring workload; reviewing the
supervisee’s work.
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2.3

A professional supervision contract is evaluated in accordance with the terms of
the original contract.

2.3

Professional considerations are identified and described for a supervision
contract.
may include but is not limited to – accountabilities; methodology;
privacy and ethical considerations; critical reflection; conflict
resolution.

Range

2.4

Personal considerations are identified and described for a supervision
contractin terms of own self-development requirements.
may include butevidence is not limited to –required of four relevant
personal awareness; empowerment; personal issues; coping
mechanisms; morale; working relationships.

Range

2.5

Cultural considerations are identified, cultural, and described for a professional
supervision contract.
may include but is not limited to – kawa or protocols; cultural

Range
practiceissues.
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